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Born in 1967 in the midst of a humble family, Albino Miranda 
always did stand out for his creativity and aptitude for the art.

After working with several companies mainly in the field of ce-
ramic, in which he has always stood out for his talent as sculptor, 
it’s in the 90s with the ambition to grow professionally on his 
own and taking sculpture as passion, that he starts a possible 
project that comes later to be Albino Miranda, Ltd.

Starting with a small space at home, he made his sculptures 
out of a composite stone invented by him and his project start-
ed growing. Always following the market needs, the business 
would eventually be extended to other types of stone, wood and 
custom finishes.

He currently develops his projects in fiberglass, material with 
which he intends to work from now on, due to its mechanical 
properties and design flexibility.

Albino Miranda
The Artist

“Art... an expression of thought.”

The Company The Artist

Founded in 1989, Albino Miranda, Ltd. is a company that is 
within the decorative sector, creating and developing furniture 
and sculpture.

Starting with the Gestos brand, the company has debut on the 
market with a stone composite developed by Albino Miranda, 
in order to conceive decorative sculptures.
With its progress come however new investments, such as the 
adaptation to the unique furniture, combining stone with exotic 
woods and custom finishes.

In 2009, with the need to take the first steps in the international 
market, the company embraces a new challenge, presenting their 
latest brand of furniture in fiberglass, Karpa, designed for interi-
or and exterior and composed by a wide range of artistic, unique 
and luxurious products.

It was in 2015, with Karpa focused on artistic and unique solu-
tions and the desire to expand to different markets, that the com-
pany launched the GANSK brand, in order to serve markets that 
look for something more simple and elegant, proposing innova-
tive, modern and sophisticated fiberglass furniture.
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The Company



The Brand

The Brand
Karpa is a unique design brand that provides excellence furniture essentially to high decoration, where 
the detail, luxury and art are values shared by all products, turning them into something truly unique, but 
above all, products that mark a space for their authenticity.
Working side by side with interior decorators and designers, allows us to constantly share experiences 
and knowledge, transposing in each new project the barriers of the ordinary, and end up with creative 
spaces that disassociate themselves from the others, not only for their artistic touch but also for our high-
end materials and finishes.

Design | Luxury | Art

Karpa embraces design not only as a work philosophy, but also as an integral part of its identity. Our 
vision focuses on the design, luxury and art and it’s by this spirit that each employee works daily, aiming 
that all products combine functionality and aesthetics, with a twist.

Craftsmanship | Quality Materials | Customization

Mainly throughout a great experience working with fiberglass, Karpa’s pieces incorporate years of 
craftsmanship focused on extracting the best concepts through authentic forms and eclectic finishes.
Karpa also allows a personalized service to each client by turning each and every piece into something 
customizable, with the purpose of perfectly integrate and combine them in all kinds of environments.
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Dining Tables
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Dining Tables



Dining Tables Dining Tables
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Dining table in resin reinforced with fiberglass 
lacquered in white matte.

Dim. 290 x 120 x 75 cm

Dining table with 12mm glass top and base in resin 
reinforced with fiberglass and finished in bronze 
color.

Dim. 290 x 120 x 75 cm

Dining table with base in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished 
in brass color with the top in sunburst walnut high gloss.

Dim. 290 x 120 x 75 cm

Allana / K1021

Allana / K1020

Allana / K1022



Dining Tables Dining Tables
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Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in bronze color with 12mm 
glass top.

Dim. 300 x 140 x 75 cm

Dining table with base in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in brass color with top in walnut root high gloss.

Dim. 250 x 130 x 75 cm

Bonsai / K1001
Bonsai / K1000



Dining Tables
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Carrara 
marble top.
Ref. K1104

Lacquered in
white matte.
Ref. K1101

Dining Tables

17

Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in brass color with walnut root 
high gloss top.

Dim. 300 x 120 x 75 cm

Sigma / K1102
Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in brass color with walnut root 
high gloss top.

Dim. 300 x 130 x 75 cm

Sigma / K1100



Dining Tables

Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in verdigris color on “Knock-
down” texture, and top in 12mm glass.

Dim. Ø220 x 75 cm

Amazónia / K2008

18

Dining Tables
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Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in bronze color, with bronze 
12mm glass top.

Dim.  Ø160 x 75 cm

Ambar / K1260



Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in gold leaf with a 12mm glass 
top.

Dim. Ø160 x 75 cm

Baobab / K2002a

Lacquered in white matte.
Ref.  K2002

20 21

Dining table in resin reinforced with fiberglass fin-
ished in brass color, and top in walnut root high 
gloss.

Dim.  Ø200 x 75 cm

Calypso / K1144

Dining Tables Dining Tables



Dining Tables
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Kenya / K1380a
Dining table with structure in resin reinforced 
with fiberglass finished in brass color, with top in 
gold leaf on “Stripes” texture and covered by clear 
resin, and base in polished brass.

Dim. Ø160 x 75 cm

Gold leaf on “Stripes” texture.

Dining Tables

Dining table with structure in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass finished in brass color, with ice jade 
marble top and steel base lacquered in black high 
gloss.

Dim. Ø160 x 75 cm

Kenya / K1380

23

Ice jade marble.



Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in brass color, with walnut root 
high gloss top.

Dim. Ø120 x 75 cm

Aramis / K1165

Lacquered in white matte.
Ref.  K1162

Lacquered in
white matte.
Ref. K1160

Walnut root
high gloss top.

Ref. K1161

Athos / K1166
Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in brass color with black silk 
marble top.

Dim. Ø120 x 75 cm

Dining Tables

24

Dining Tables
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Black silk
marble top.
Ref. K1145

Walnut root
high gloss top.
Ref. K1141

Calypso / K1140
Dining table in resin reinforced with fiberglass 
lacquered in white matte.

Dim. Ø120 x 75 cm

Dining table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass finished in aged pale gold color, and top 
finished in textured ceramic color.

Dim. Ø100 x 75 cm

Ivy / K2007

Textured ceramic color.

Dining Tables
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Dining Tables
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Dining table with structure in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in brass color, with ice jade 
marble top and steel base lacquered in black high 
gloss.

Dim. Ø120 x 75 cm

Kenya / K2001

Ice jade marble.

Dining table in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged concrete color with a steel base 
lacquered in black matte.

Dim. 80 x 80 x 75 cm

Montana / K2010

Aged concrete finish.

Dining Tables
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Dining Tables
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Dining table in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged natural fiberglass.

Dim. Ø120 x 75 cm

Porthos / K1164

Aged natural fiberglass.

Side & 
Coffee Tables

Dining Tables
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Side & Coffee Tables



Side & Coffee Tables
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Coffee table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in brass color with top in 
walnut root high gloss.

Dim. 140 x 110 x 40 cm

Coffee table with walnut root high gloss top and 
fiberglass base finished in brass color.

Dim. Ø130 x 60 cm

Side & Coffee Tables

33

Coffee table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in bronze color, with top in 
sunburst walnut high gloss.

Dim. 140 x 110 x 40 cm

Allana / K1023

Allana / K2000

Allana / K1029



Side & Coffee Tables
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Coffee table with walnut root high gloss top and 
structure in fiberglass finished in brass color.

Dim. 85 x 75 x 48 cm

Arbor / K2003
Coffee table in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged aluminium color with carrara 
marble tiles on top.

Dim. Ø140 x 35 cm

Diana / K1381

Side & Coffee Tables
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Tiles of carrara marble.

Walnut root high gloss.



Side & Coffee Tables
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Side & Coffee Tables
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Coffee table in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in bronze color on exterior and pale gold 
color on the interior, with 6mm glass top.

Dim. 141 x 106 x 40 cm

Gaia / K1080
Coffee table in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in brass color on the exterior and pale gold 
color on the interior, with top in walnut root matte 
covered by clear 6mm glass.

Dim. 141 x 106 x 40 cm

Gaia / K1081



Side & Coffee Tables
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Side & Coffee Tables
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Coffee table reinforced with fiberglass, finished in 
brass color on “Stripes” texture and top in bronze 
mirror.

Dim. 132 x 90 x 35 cm

Trivia / K2005
Side table with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass finished in bronze color, and structure 
lacquered in white high gloss.

Dim. 60 x 45 x 60 cm

Allana / K1025



Side & Coffee Tables
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Side & Coffee Tables

41

Side table in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged natural fiberglass.

Dim. Ø80 x 50 cm

Calypso / K1143
Side table in resin reinforced with fiberglass and 
finished in brass color.

Dim. 57 x 57 x 50 cm

Gaia / K1084



Side & Coffee Tables
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Side table with legs in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in brass color, with top in ash 
root high gloss.

Dim. Ø76 x 46 cm

Safira / K1200

Side & Coffee Tables

42

Set of coffee tables in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, with structure finished in pale gold 
color and top finished in gold leaf on “Stripes” 
texture, and covered by clear resin.

Dimensions
 
A: 55 x 52 x 40 cm
B: 82 x 54 x 35 cm
C: 55 x 35 x 31 cm

Gaia’s / K1084 a-c

B

A

C



Seating
45

Side & Coffee Tables
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Bar side table in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged pale gold color with top in 
“Stripes” texture.

Dim. Ø57 x 110 cm

Gaia / K2006

Seating



Chair in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished 
in aged natural fiberglass and upholstered in 
Sunbrella Solids ref. “Taupe” fabric.

Dim. 62 x 65 x 93 cm

Cibelle / K3000

Seating

46

Seating
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Chair in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished 
in pale gold color and upholstered in Star ref. 
“Titan” fabric.

Dim. 53 x 58 x 90 cm

Daisy / K1300b

Both seat and back upholstered.

Ref. K1300a



Chair in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished 
in bronze color and upholstered with Star ref. 
“Titan” fabric.

Dim. 46 x 52 x 83 cm

Flora / K1320

Seating
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Seating

49

Chair in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished 
in brass color and upholstered with Juke ref. 
“Taupe 12” fabric.

Dim. 45 x 53 x 80 cm

Luna / K1123

Higher back, finished in brass color.

Dim. 45 x 53 x 102 cm
Ref. K1124



Stool in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished 
in aged concrete color, with Sunbrella Solids ref. 
“Antique Beige” fabric.

Dim. Ø45 x 50 cm

Eros / K3004

Seating
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Seating
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Bar stool in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged natural fiberglass with Sunbrella 
Solids ref. “Taupe” fabric.

Dim. 45 x 50 x 102 cm

Flora / K3003



Armchair in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged natural fiberglass, with Sunbrella 
Solids ref. “Taupe” fabric.

Dim. 72 x 74 x 93 cm

Cibelle / K3000a

Seating
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Seating
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Armchair in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in bronze color, with Sunbrella Solids ref. 
“Antique Beige” fabric and 1 pillow in Sunbrella 
Solids ref. “Taupe”.

Dim. 100 x 90 x 80 cm

Elipse / K1043



Seating
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Bergère in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished 
in bronze color with Star ref. “Antracite” fabric.

Dim. 95 x 85 x 87 cm

Elipse / K1042

Seating
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Armchair in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
lacquered in marsala high gloss color, and 
upholstered with leather Ams Pacific ref. “579”.

Dim. 86 x 110 x 70 cm

Fox / K1440



Seating
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Armchair in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged pale gold color, and upholstered 
in leather Ams Pacific ref. “579”.

Dim. 100 x 83 x 73 cm

Triton / K1400

Seating

57

Sofa/pouf in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged natural fiberglass.

Dim. 100 x 110 x 70 cm

Cobble / K3002



Seating
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Structure: Resin reinforced with fiberglass finished in bronze color;
Side table: Brass leaf with “Stripes” texture and glass;
Upholstery: Juke ref. “Antracite 67” fabric;
Lampshade: “Vitória franzido” fabric;
Pillows: Sunbrella Solids ref. “Taupe” fabric;

Dim. 265 x 115 x 100 cm

Elipse / K1060

Seating

59

Sofa in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished in 
brass color and upholstered with Sunbrella Solids 
ref. “Antique Beige” fabric.

Dim. 310 x 120 x 105 cm

Elipse / K1061a



Sideboards

Seating

60

Sofa in resin reinforced with fiberglass, finished 
in aged concrete color, with Sunbrella Solids ref. 
“Antique Beige” fabric and 3 pillows in Sunbrella 
Solids ref. “Taupe”.

Dim. 176 x 110 x 94 cm

Eros / K3001

Sideboards

61



Sideboards

62

Sideboard with structure finished in bronze color, 
doors in walnut root high gloss and base in resin 
reinforced with fiberglass and finished in bronze.

Dim. 200 x 47 x 90 cm

Allana / K1026

Sideboards

63

Sideboard with structure finished in brass color, 
doors in walnut root high gloss and base in resin 
reinforced with fiberglass finished in brass color.

Dim. 210 x 50 x 95 cm

Hyperion / K1181

With the structure lacquered
in white high gloss.

Ref.  K1180



Sideboards
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Sideboard with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in bronze color, with structure 
finished in bronze color with doors finished with 
bronze and verdigris colors on “Knockdown” 
texture.

Dim. 300 x 47 x 96 cm

Janus / K1184

Sideboards

65

Sideboard with base in resin reinforced with fiber-
glass finished in gold leaf, and structure lacquered 
in black high gloss on “Vitrified” texture.

Dim. 300 x 47 x 96 cm

Janus / K1184a



Consoles & 
Cabinets

Sideboards

66

Sideboard with structure lacquered in black high 
gloss, doors in walnut root high gloss and base 
in resin reinforced with fiberglass and finished in 
bronze color.

Dim. 176 x 110 x 94 cm

Orpheu / K1220

Consoles & Cabinets

67



Consoles & Cabinets

68

Console with base in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in bronze color and top in 
carrara marble.

Dim. 150 x 40 x 90 cm

Allana / K1027

Black silk marble top.

Consoles & Cabinets

69

Console with structure lacquered in black high 
gloss with “Vitrified” texture, and base in resin 
reinforced with fiberglass finished in gold leaf.

Dim. 180 x 45 x 90 cm

Janus / K1500



Consoles & Cabinets

70

Cabinet with structure lacquered in gold color, 
doors in louro high gloss, interior with glass 
shelves and aged mirror, and base in resin rein-
forced with fiberglass finished in aged pale gold 
color.

Dim. 80 x 47 x 160 cm

Allana / K1028

Consoles & Cabinets

71

Sculptural bar in resin reinforced with fiberglass 
with exterior finished in verdigris color with 
“Stripes” texture and interior finished in gold leaf 
with lighting.
Shelves and rotative base in stainless steel with 
brass bath.

*Each piece is signed and numbered by Albino 
Miranda.

Dim. 106 x 46 x 202 cm

Douro / K4000



Panels & 
Screens

Consoles & Cabinets
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Display case in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
lacquered in black high gloss, glass shelves and 
interior finished with gold leaf.

Dim. 60 x 60 x 162 cm

Orion / K4003

Panels & Screens
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Panels & Screens
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Panels & Screens
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Screens in resin reinforced with fiberglass lac-
quered in aged white.

Dim. (per panel) 120 x 15 x 260 cm

Roots / K1368
Screen composed by 3 pieces in resin reinforced 
with fiberglass and finished in gold leaf.

Dim. 300 x 50 x 215 cm

Roots / K1370



Panels & Screens
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Vases &
Planters

Vases & Planters

77

Wall panels in resin reinforced with fiberglass 
lacquered in aged white.

Dim. (per panel) 100 x 10 x 300 cm

Helix / K1369a/b



Vases & Planters
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Vase in resin reinforced with fiberglass finished in 
bronze color.

Dim. 55 x 55 x 185 cm

Argus A / K1421

Vases & Planters

79

Vase in resin reinforced with fiberglass finished in 
bronze color.

Dim. 65 x 65 x 205 cm

Argus B / K1420



Mirrors

Mirrors
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Mirrors
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Mirror reinforced with fiberglass, finished with 
verdigris and gold color on “Stripes” texture.

Dim. 150 x 3 x 165 cm

Atlas / K5002

Mirrors

83

Mirror reinforced with fiberglass, finished in aged 
pale gold color.

Dim. 160 x 15 x 100 cm

Helios / K1241



Mirrors
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Mirrors in resin reinforced with fiberglass finished 
in ivory color.

Dim. / Ref

XS: 44 x 10 x 44 cm  /  KC 001a
S: 61 x 15 x 61 cm  /  KC 002a
M: 92 x 15 x 66 cm  /  KC 004a
L: 96 x 20 x 90 cm  /  KC 003a

Nenúfares

Mirrors

85

Mirror reinforced with fiberglass, finished in aged 
pale gold color.

Dim. 150 x 10 x 90 cm

Nest / K1240



Mirrors
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Mirror in resin reinforced with fiberglass and 
finished in gold leaf.

Dim. 152 x 18 x 150 cm

Mirrors
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Mirror in resin reinforced with fiberglass, lacquered 
in black high gloss with “Vitrified” texture.

Dim. 185 x 21 x 300 cm

Twisted / K1481Twisted / K1480



Lighting

Lighting
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Lighting
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Suspension lamp in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in pale gold color, with 4 2.5W 
LED spots.

Dim. 285 x 40 x 60 cm

Aura / KC 049

Lighting

91

Suspension lamp in resin reinforced with fiber-
glass, finished in aged natural fiberglass with 
structure in polished brass and 4 vintage 4W E27 
LED lamps.

Dim. 242 x 42 x 42 cm

Flowin / KC 040



Lighting
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Suspension lamp with lampshade in resin 
reinforced with fiberglass finished in aged natural 
fiberglass, with the structure in brushed brass and 
3 vintage 4W E27 LED lamps.

Dim. Ø80 x 50 cm

Ruby / KC 048

Lighting

93

Suspension lamp in resin reinforced with fiber-
glass, with exterior lacquered in aluminium matte 
color, and the interior finished in aged pale gold 
color on “Stripes” texture, with 5 14W E27 LED 
lamps.

Dim. Ø140 x 50 cm

Splendor / KC 033

Suspension lamp in resin reinforced with fiber-
glass, with exterior lacquered in white high gloss, 
and the interior finished in aged pale gold color 
on “Stripes” texture, with 3 E27 14W LED lamps.

Dim. Ø80 x 37 cm

Splendor / KC 033a



Lighting
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Suspension lamp in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in aged natural fiberglass and 
ceramic color, with 1 14W E27 LED lamp.

Dim. Ø40 x 100 cm

Vertigo / KC 054

Lighting

95

Floor lamp with structure in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in brass color and polished 
brass tube, with lampshade in “Vitória franzido” 
fabric, with 1 vintage 4W E27 LED lamp.

Dim. Ø60 x 161 cm

Pyro / KC 041



Lighting
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Lighting

97

Floor lamp in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in aged natural fiberglass and ceramic, 
with 1 13W GU10 LED spot.

Dim. Ø40 x 200 cm

Vertigo / KC 055
Floor lamp with lampshade in resin reinforced 
with fiberglass, finished in aged natural fiberglass, 
with the structure in brushed brass, with 3 vintage 
4W E27 LED lamps.

Dim. Ø100 x 220 cm

Ruby / KC 005



Lighting
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Lighting

99

Wall lamps in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
lacquered in white finished in aged matte, with 1 
2.5W LED.

Dim. / Ref

S: 47 x 4 x 90 cm  /  KC 030
M: 53 x 4 x 131 cm  /  KC 031
L: 58 x 10 x 148 cm  /  KC 032

Leafs
Wall lamps in resin reinforced with fiberglass 
finished in ivory color, with mirror and 1 2.5W G9 
LED lamp.

Dim. / Ref

XS: 44 x 10 x 44 cm  /  KC 001
S: 61 x 15 x 61 cm  /  KC 002

M: 92 x 15 x 66 cm  /  KC 004
L: 96 x 20 x 90 cm  /  KC 003

Nenúfares



Lighting
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“Stripes” and “Grainy” textures.

Lighting

101

Can also be used without lighting.

Wall panels in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in gold leaf on “Circles” and “Spatulated” 
textures with 1 2.5W LED spot.

Dim. 42 x 9 x 160 cm

Tiles / KC 020a

Wall lamps in resin reinforced with fiberglass, 
finished in pale gold color with “Stripes” and 
“Grainy” textures and 1 2.5W LED.

Dim. / Ref

S: 51 x 4 x 41 cm  /  KC 046
M: 60 x 4 x 50 cm  /  KC 047
L: 70 x 4 x 45 cm  /  KC 035
XL: 90 x 4 x 50 cm  /  KC 036

Stones



Lighting
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Table lamp with structure in resin reinforced with 
fiberglass, finished in bronze color and black high 
gloss, with lampshade in “Vitória franzido” fabric, 
with 1 vintage 4W E27 LED lamp.

Dim. Ø60 x 100 cm

Ónix / KC 042

Lighting
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Table lamp with lampshade in resin reinforced 
with fiberglass finished in aged natural fiberglass, 
with the structure in brushed brass, with 1 vintage 
4W E27 LED lamp.

Dim. Ø54 x 83 cm

Ruby / KC 043



Samples
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Samples

Samples
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Samples

Finishes & Textures
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*Our finishes (A) can be combined with any texture (T), to create truly unique compositions.

Samples

Finishes & Textures
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*Our finishes (A) can be combined with any texture (T), to create truly unique compositions.

Gold Leaf A
Organic Texture

(A33T4)

Corten Color
Knockdown Texture

(A59T8)

Aluminium Color
Forge Texture

(A19T10)

Gold Leaf B
Stripes Texture

(A16T2)

Corten Color
Magma Texture

(A59T14)

Smoked
Turtle Texture

(A56T15)

Black High Gloss
Vitrified Texture

(T3)

Corten Color
Forge Texture

(A59T10)



Samples
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Samples
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Finishes & Textures
*Our finishes (A) can be combined with any texture (T), to create truly unique compositions.

Finishes & Textures
*Our finishes (A) can be combined with any texture (T), to create truly unique compositions.

Verdigris Color
Knockdown Soft Texture

(A48T17)

Natural Fiberglass
(A6)

Aged Natural 
Fiberglass

(A11)

Bronze Color
(A18)

Brass Color
(A25)

Aged Silver Color
Organic Texture

(A20T4)

Ceramic Color
Knockdown Texture

(A35T8)

Verdigris Color
Knockdown Texture

(A48T8)



Samples

Woods
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Ebony Elm Root Louro Mahogany Oak Pau Ferro Rosewood Sucupira Walnut Root Walnut

Samples

Woods
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Ziricote Ash Root



Carrara Estremoz Ice Jade Juparana Lennon Marrom Imperador Tiger Skin Travertine Black Silk Carrara Marble Tiles

Samples

Marbles
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Samples

Marbles
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Information
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Icons

The “Ruler” icon means that the product it appeared 
on can be customized in either shape or size.

The “Sunshade” icon means that the product it appeared 
on can be used outdoors, as long as the finish is matte.

The “Scissors” icon appears only on seating products, and 
means that the fabric/leather can be customized.

Additional notes

- Any product can be customized in finishes or colors upon request;

- Different materials or dimensions may be applied upon request and approval. 



Rua Nova do Corujo, Nº 164, Vila Boa  |  4750 - 784, Barcelos, Portugal

T: +351 253 826 714  |  M: +351 938 327 557
www.karpa.pt  |  info@karpa.pt
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